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ABSTRACT
Butterflies are indicators of a healthy environment and healthy ecosystems. An assessment of butterfly species diversity is
carried at Owalekarwadi. Owalekarwadi Butterfly Garden is a unique open Butterfly garden, where we can see
butterflies in natural surrounding and not in any enclosure. The study was carried out seasonally. The study is focused on
collecting fundamental information on change in diversity of butterfly and their resources such as larval food plants
within Owalekarwadi Butterfly Garden. The area has major habitat such as shrubs, grassland and dense vegetation.
Owing to habitat destruction for developmental activities in urban environment and unscientific management of natural
resources, much of our native butterflies are fast disappearing and at present, their survival is under threat. This study is
aimed towards contributing to the plan of biodiversity restoration in a garden and development of management
strategies so as to ensure sustenance of butterflies and ecosystem services derived from them. For the same, diversity of
butterflies and their resources such as food plants within the Owalekarwadi were studied. 45 species of butterflies were
recorded with nymphalidae and Papilionideae showing dominance over other families. The survey also recorded some
uncommon species such as Black Rajah, Common Palmfly, Common Nawab, Blue Oakleaf, Blue Mormon etc. which are
rare butterflies. Their presence can be attributed to newly introduced plant species during horticultural and gardening
activities. Also study includes the impact of pollution on the butterfly diversity. The study also includes the impact of air
pollution on the number of butterflies.
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INTRODUCTION
Insect comprises more than half of earth diversity of species [1]. Butterflies are regarded as one of the
best taxonomically studied group of insect [2]. India is described as a “Butterfly paradise” by
Vankatramani [3]. Butterflies have been studied systematically since early 18th century, so far 19,238
species documented worldwide of which, 1,504 species occur in India with 100 (15%) endemic and 26
(1.08%) globally threatened species in peninsular India, 334 butterflies species were reported from the
Western Ghats and 150 species from the Eastern Ghats region [4].
Butterflies are scaled wing insects belonging to the order Lepidoptera of class Insecta [5]. They provide
the best rapid indicators of habitat quality and also are sensitive. Worldwide there are more than 28,000
species of butterflies, with about 80 percent found in tropical regions [1]. If we are to have any chance of
effectively conserving insect populations globally, we must understand their ecologies[6].Butterflies
enable sustenance of ecosystem services through their role in pollination and serving as important food
chain components. Being potential pollinating agents of their nectar plants as well as indicators of the
health and quality of their host plants and the ecosystem as a whole, exploration of butterfly fauna thus
becomes important in identifying and preserving potential habitats under threat. There has also been an
alarming rise in industrial and automobile pollution in Indian metropolitan cities[1]. With the use of
insecticides and increase in industrial and vehicular pollution, butterflies, birds and all our wildlife are
rapidlyvanishing. The net result is a complete imbalance of the ecosystem and extinction of many species.
In spite of the fast growth, Indian cities still have diverse peaceful habitats such as the traffic island
gardens in the middle of busy roads, parks or urban forest areas with mixed deciduous and nondeciduous trees and scrubland serving as ideal habitats for various types of insects, especially
butterflies.The OwalekarWadi with undisturbed natural vegetation and seasonal flowering plantation
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provide potential habitat for butterfly population as they are devoid of any developmental activities and
pollution.
Owalekar Wadirun by Mr. RajendraOwalekar and his brother it is an amazing place to see butterflies the
size of the wadi is small 2 acre though the nature of work done and effort gone to make this Butterfly
garden work is enormous. We can spot many species of butterflies here from common to rare ones. It is
surprising to see the number of Butterflies that are balanced around us.The Owalekar have been living in
this Wadi for four generations. After they gave up paddy cultivation a decade ago, the farm started
wearing a deserted look. Meanwhile, Rajendra Owalekar, the youngest in the family, took up a job as a
school teacher and moved to Thane City. The farm kept drawing him back as he had a keen interest in the
birds and the bees and the insects that frequented the place. Once in 2004, he attended a programme that
changed his life and the life of his Wadi. It was called Breakfast with Butterflies and was organized by
BNHS (Bombay Natural History Society). In the audio-visual presentation, there were two sections.(R.
Owalekar, OwalekarWadi Butterfly Garden, Thane, personal communication). One was an introduction to
the various species of butterflies, and the other section was on the plants and trees that attract butterflies.
To his joy, he realized that some of these plants and trees were already there in his Wadi, and he vowed to
get the rest of them planted there.
AIM AND OBJECTIVE
-The aim of the present study is to observe the abundance of Butterflies and their habitat in the
OwalekarWadi butterfly garden.
-To study the life cycle of butterflies.
-To assess the diversity and seasonal abundance of butterflies with vegetation composition and the
conservation priorities in the study area.
- The study includes the impact of air pollution on the number of butterflies.
METHODOLOGY
The findings presented here are based on random surveys carried out from June, 2016 –January, 2017.
The total 2 acre area was surveyed from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. with the help of field guide Mr. Rajendra
Owalekar.
Butterflies were photographed from different angle as often as possible to obtain sufficient photographs
to enable positive identification of species. Butterflies were primarily identified directly in the field with
the help of field guides followed by photography. All scientific names followed in the present study are in
accordance with common names follow English scientific names. The seasonality was determined using
presence-absence scoring method and there after percentage of occurrence was calculated to determine
the status.
Finding also includes the study of lifecycle of Butterflies. Butterflies in their adult stage can live from a
week to nearly a year depending on the species. Many species have long larval life stages while others can
remain dormant in their pupal or egg stages and thereby survive winters. Butterflies may have one or
more broods per year. The number of generations per year varies from temperate to tropical regions with
tropical regions showing a trend towards multivoltinism.A butterfly starts its life as an egg. The larva
(caterpillar) hatches from an egg and eats leaves or flowers almost constantly. The caterpillar molts
(loses its old skin) many times as it grows. It turns into a pupa (chrysalis); this is a resting stage. A
beautiful, flying adult emerges. There is no growth during this stage. This adult will continue the cycle and
reproduce.
There is a highway (Ghodbandar Road) about 1 kilometer and due to vehicular pollution it has less or no
butterflies’ population, I had noted in my study.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Total of 132 species which were recorded at Owalekarwadi; out of that 45 species were recorded, which
representing the four families during the study.
Nymphalidae showing dominance over other three families- pieridae, Papiliondae and Lycaenidaethis is
due to environment provided there is more suitable for these one family.
The survey also recorded some uncommon species such as Black Rajah, Common Palmfly, Blue Mormon,
Green Nawab, Blue Oak leaf, etc
Observations on the relative abundances of the 45 species observed revealed that 22 species were
common, 17 as less common and the remaining six species as rare.
Observations on their occurrences in the different habitats revealed that nineteen species preferred the
scrubby habitat, fourteen scrubby/ grassy, twelve the grassy habitat.
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These preliminary observations on butterfly diversity of Owalekarwadi butterfly garden will serve as the
basis for future studies on the ecology, biology and conservation of butterflies in general and at Mumbai
in particular.
Butterfly diversity varies with seasons. They are abundant for only a few months and rare and absent
during other months of the year, butterflies required particular habitats in association with the
availability of larval host plants and adult nectaring plants [3].
The no. of the butterflies was peaked during post monsoon season (late Aug to Oct) and less during
monsoon and summer, this is due to requirement of humid environment and rich biodiversity for the
reproduction.
With the pressing need of the growing human population in India, natural greeneries are being clear,
filled giving way to urbanization pollution and over grazing.
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SPECIES
PIERIDAE: PIERINAE
Ixias pyrenekausala Moore
Ixias marianne
Hebomoiaglaucippe
Euremahecabe
Catopsilia Pomona
Ceporanerissaphryne
Pareroniavaleria
Delias eucharis
Leptosianinanina
NYMPHALIDAE
Junoniaalmana almanac
Junoniaatlites
Junoniaiphitasiccata
Hypolimnasmisippus
Neptishylasastola Moor
Ariadne merionetapestrina
Phalantaphalantha
Tirumalalimniace
Paranticaaglea
Danausgenutiagenutia
Danuschrysippus
Moduzaprocris
Mycalesisperseus
Melanitisleda
Euploeacora
Kallimahorsfieldii
Euthaliaacothea
Charexes solon
PAPILIONDAE
Papiliopolymnestor
Pachlioptaaristolochiae
Pachliopta hector
GraphiumsarpedonLinnaeus
Papiliopolytes Linnaeus
Papiliodemoleus Linnaeus
Graphium Agamemnon
Papilioclytia
LYCAENIDAE
Euchrysopscnejus
Jamidesceleno
Rathindaamor
Lampidesboeticus
Chilades
Castaliusrosimon
SurendraquercetorumMoore
Cigaritisvulcanus
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COMMON NAME

HABITAT

RELATIVE
ABUNDANCE

Yellow orange tip
White orange tip
Great orange tip
Common grass yellow
Common emigrant
Common gull
Common wanderer
Common jezbel
Psych

Scrubby
Scrubby
Scrubby
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby
Scrubby & grassy
Grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Grassy

Less Common
Less Common
Less Common
Less Common
Common
Less Common
Common
Common
Less Common

Peacock pansy
Gray pansy
Chocolate pansy
Denied eggfly
Common sailor
Common coster
Common leopard
Blue tiger
Glassy tiger
Striped tiger
Plain tiger
Commander
Common Brush brown
Common evening brown
Common Indian crow
Blue oakleaf
Common baron
Black rajah

Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby
Scrubby
Scrubby
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy
Scrubby & grassy

Rare
Rare
Rare
Less Common
Common
Less Common
Less Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Less Common
Less Common
Common
Rare
Common
Rare

Blue Mormon
Common rose
Crimson rose
Common blue bottle
Common Mormon
Lime butterfly
Common tailed jay
Common mime

Scrubby
Scrubby
Scrubby
Scrubby
Scrubby
Scrubby
Scrubby
Scrubby

Rare
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Less Common

Gram blue
Common Cerulean
Monkey Puzzle
Pea blue
Eastern grass jewel
Red pierrot
Common Acacia blue
Common silverline

Grassy
Grassy
Grassy
Grassy
Grassy
Grassy
Grassy
Grassy

Common
Common
Common
Less Common
Less Common
Common
Less Common
Less Common
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44
45

Castaliusrosimon
Acytolepispuspa

Common pierrot
Common hedge blue

Grassy
Grassy

Common
Less Common

FAMILY-WISE
WISE COMPOSITION OF BUTTERFLY SPECIES

pieridae
Papiliondae
Lycaenidae
Nymphalidae

STATUS OF BUTTERFLY SPECIES AT OWALEKAR WADI BUTTERFLY GARDEN

RARE
LESS COMMON
COMMON

LIFE CYCLE OF COMMON MORMON BUTTERFLY
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RECOMMENDATION
 A total of four species of butterflies from the study area are designated rare, suggesting the need
for strict conservation measures.
 Plants like lime, curry leaves, Bryophyllumcan be planted in balcony.
 Host and Nector trees for butterflies should be planted like Rui, Mango, Tarfeta, Dates, Palm,
Bamboo, Ficus sp.
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Although we cannot completely nullify the ill effects of urbanization and development, we can at
least try to reduce them by planting trees.
 Use of organic fertilizers instead of chemical pesticides which will not damage the pollen grains.
 Use of environment friendly technologies which will minimize the impact of pollution.
 It is necessary in providing appropriate and adequate legal protection to Indian butterflies
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